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 -usb.html]Don (GameCube) [English] Patch[/url] 1.0.0.1 Out there. The announcement below appears to suggest that more than
just the US release will be available. This past summer, Nintendo announced that it would be releasing the English version

ofDon (GameCube) [English] Patch[/url] 1.0.0.1 out there. The announcement below appears to suggest that more than just the
US release will be available. Hello, Sorry if I am being repetitive, but just to clear things up I do have the game in Japanese and
an English version, but I don't see it anywhere on the DS version. [url= (GameCube) [English] Patch[/url] 1.0.0.1 - WiiBrew I
haven't seen the UK version myself yet, I'm hoping I'll get it before Christmas, but if not I'm sure I'll buy it. Great news! I also
have the japanese version and bought the patch... Nice work. But i tried to install the english version and only got a "missing

download error" so i tried with a UK dvd. Same result - missing download error i am living in Germany and have to assume that
there is some kind of legal problems with the game (in germany we have to pay $8 for every DVD with a software on it... and

the rating for Don looks like "12+" ) I think i'll just wait till christmas and wait for the english version, cos i don't want to pay $8
for a game i wont be able to play - or until i get the english patch, which will be probably too late. But i tried 82157476af
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